
The wildlife sanctuary or simply sanctuary is a game feature which mainly lets players collect experience points when feeding sanctuary animals in the town. It's similar to feeding pets in the farm. It is unlocked at reputation level 3 and is located on the far right of the town. To access the sanctuary, players need to repair the book stand and have one strip of land touching the sanctuary. See more ideas about books, protected species, paper ephemera. Book Sanctuary. Collection by Diddy Wa Diddy. 119. Pins. â€¢ 266. Followers. A library of sorts where books and paper ephemera are protected species. Bookbinding Book Cover Art Book Cover Cover Art Prints Book Design Vintage Book Covers. Reading Sanctuary seeks to inform users of the link between popular books and their movie adaptations. Start by browsing our upcoming movie adaptations below. Books For Men, Movies For Women? A poll with 2000 British men indicates that men prefer the big screen films to the origin books. Of course, the study also indicated other facts, men read more slowly than women also they generally read less than them. In fact, nearly 3/4 of men would rather see the movie than reading a novel.